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The next 5 years in technology and innovation
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Exponential change



We are entering an era where ‘impossible’ increasingly becomes ‘doable’
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1.Information / Content 

2.Music, Media, Films & TV 

3.Books / Print 

4.Retail and Commerce 

5.Banking / Financial Services  

6.Transportation / Mobility 

7.Pharma / Medical  

8.Energy / Utilities   

9.Water / Food



Business as usual is dead (or dying)
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Hybrid thinking required



If the future is indeed exponentially different, linear thinking could be quite dangerous

Big data, AI, cloud-
biology, gene-editing 

and personalised 
medicine - the coming 

pharma/technology 
convergence





Humanity and technology are converging

#HellVen        



DWave quantum computer (Google / NASA)



Increasingly powerful combinations of man and machine…
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Interfaces: voice control is becoming the new normal







With great power comes great responsibility
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“Smart Everything” 
New interfaces (voice, AR/VR) 

Connected everything (IoT/E) 

Big2 Data + Quantum Computing 

Customisation + Personalisation  

Prediction + Anticipation 

Automation + Robotization 

Cloud / Virtualization 

Permission2 + Ethics2



How can I 
help you? Ask 

me 
any- 
thing

Intelligent  
Digital Assistant



(All)The Global Brain is coming



So who would you allow to go deep-diving in your mind?



Exponential Organisations… are increasingly AI-centric

Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence





So how much do you believe in technology?



Images via http://thebaffler.com/salvos/the-meme-hustler and Mark S Fisher

Ginni  
Rometty  
CEO, IBM 

2014 

“Big business decisions will be made not by experts or 
intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”

http://thebaffler.com/salvos/the-meme-hustler


Team Human and / or Team Data ?



“Science and technology revolutionise our lives  
but memory, tradition and myth frame our responses”

             Arthur Schlesinger



Anything that can be digitised and automated, will be…



…and anything that cannot be digitised or automated will become extremely valuable 



Hairdressers, 

priests and animal 

trainers are safe!





Software is cheating the world ?   
(sorry Mark) 



If exponential 
technological 
progress is 

indeed inevitable, 
who will control 
it, and who be in 

charge of 
enforcing rules?



Technology has no ethics



It’s not about 
yes/no - it’s 

about balance!



Magic Manic Toxic



Humarithm

Algorithm 

The future of business: human purpose on-top of technology





Embrace technology  - but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time and attention! 
Download this deck at FuturistGerd.com
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